
Book Review: “Lose Your Broker Not Your Money,” by Dan Calandro

“Lose Your Broker Not Your Money” exposes Wall Street’s inner secrets and tomfoolery. The book grants readers

access to a proven, understandable and sensible model for building an exciting win-win portfolio.

No Stock Market Broker Needed

Calandro’s incredible 15-51™ model has consistently outperformed the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). The

book’s statistics prove the 15-51™ model is the “only portfolio that did not lose ground during the 1998-2008 ten-

year period ”...that’s what superior construction can do for your portfolio.” The 15-51™ model as of June, 2012, is up

27% for the year over the Dow average, and “no broker will be needed now or ever.”

Dan Calandro is a successful entrepreneur and business manager. As an undergraduate he studied finance and

economics at Central Connecticut State University. He earned his Master’s Degree at Sacred Heart University in Fairfield,

Connecticut.

How the Market Works: The Stock Market Redefined

Readers learn about Wall Street complicating and creating investing confusion, designed to drive investors to stock

brokers and financial advisors.

The book lists some of Wall Street’s techniques and phrases: “making sense of investments, profiting from our

experience, and investing on your own isn’t so smart.” Calandro labels these techniques as “ classical

conditioning...creating overcomplicating and confusion about stock investing.”

“Lose Your Broker Not Your Money” astutely clears the Wall Street fog revealing an easy to understand redefinition of

the stock market, a must-know valuable concept prior to investing.

“Assembly instructions” for building an investment blueprint (model) are included. All of the necessary tools are

provided for designing a sensible stock selection worksheet. “A poorly constructed portfolio is the number one

reason many investors consistently fail to achieve their objectives,” advises Calandro.

The 15-51™ model ranks individual stocks in priority order by industry. The DJIA is used as a monitor for market

diversification. This allocation blueprint is used to determine the number of stocks to buy in each industry category,

percent of portfolio, and the amount of investment dollars to earmark. Readers can find the formula for each

industry by following the book’s easy to understand chart.

Best Quality Stock Portfolio

Calandro states consumers are generating more than two-thirds “total return on investment... it’s logical company

stocks fulfilling consumer demands will be the most profitable.” The book provides easy to follow instructions using

the “follow your money method” for smart stock selection. Firms meeting this test are named.

“Lose Your Broker Not Your Money” is supported by Calandro’s free website providing tools and easy to understand

market commentary and analysis. Investors can share experiences, ask questions, and join other investors to

discuss stock investments. The site provides workshops, Q&A, and continually updates the 15-51™ model, based

on current market conditions.

If you are a stock market investor, or thinking about investing,  this in-depth book is a must-read for acquiring a

winning 15-51™ investing model.

To enter Calandro’s free website enter the link below:

http://www.loseyourbroker.com

To read more book reviews or order the book enter the Amazon link below:
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